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Portugal’s defender #02 Diogo Dalot (left) fights for the 
ball with Switzerland’s forward #07 Breel Embolo dur-
ing the Qatar 2022 World Cup round of 16 football 
match on December 6, 2022. — AFP photos 

A supporter of Portugal cheers on the stands during 
the Qatar 2022 World Cup round of 16 football match 
between Portugal and Switzerland.

Portugal’s defender #02 Diogo Dalot falls during the 
Qatar 2022 World Cup round of 16 football match 
between Portugal and Switzerland on December 6, 2022. 

Portugal’s forward #07 Cristiano Ronaldo gets the ball 
from a ballgirl during the Qatar 2022 World Cup round of 
16 football match between Portugal and Switzerland.

Supporters of Portugal wait on the stands ahead of 
the Qatar 2022 World Cup round of 16 football match 
between Portugal and Switzerland.

Portugal’s forward #26 Goncalo Ramos (left) celebrates 
with Portugal’s defender #03 Pepe after he scored his 
team’s first goal during the Qatar 2022 World Cup round 
of 16 football match between Portugal and Switzerland.

Portugal demolish Swiss 6-1 
to book World Cup quarters

Ramos bags hat-trick, becomes youngest player to strike 3 times

LUSAIL: Portugal’s defender #03 Pepe celebrates scoring his team’s second goal dur-
ing the Qatar 2022 World Cup round of 16 football match between Portugal and 
Switzerland on December 6, 2022. — AFP 

DOHA: Goncalo Ramos justified the shock decision 
to drop Cristiano Ronaldo by scoring a hat-trick on 
his full debut as Portugal demolished Switzerland 
6-1 on Tuesday to power into the World Cup quar-
ter-finals. The 21-year-old Ramos, who started 
instead of Ronaldo, became the youngest player to 
strike three times in a World Cup knockout match 
since Pele in 1958. 

Pepe, Raphael Guerreiro and Rafael Leao were 
also on target for a rampant Portugal, who booked 
a showdown with Morocco on Saturday for a place 
in the last four in Qatar. “I think not even in my 
wildest dreams had I thought about being part of 
the starting XI for the knockout phase,” said 
Ramos, who only made his Portugal debut in a pre-
tournament friendly last month. 

Switzerland, who had been hoping to reach a 
first quarter-final since hosting the 1954 World 
Cup, exited in the last 16 for the third time in a row. 
“Defeat is painful. We are sad about how we 
played, about the result. We wanted to make our 
country happy but we didn’t manage to achieve 
that,” said Switzerland coach Murat Yakin. 
Ronaldo, 37 and now without a club after his 
departure from Manchester United, has hogged the 
headlines during the tournament while looking a 

shadow of his former self. 
The only man to score at five World Cups, 

Ronaldo was left out by coach Fernando Santos 
against the Swiss following his angry response to 
being substituted in the last group game. Santos 
later said the decision to bench the Portugal star 
had been “strategic and nothing more”, unrelated 
to his substitution against South Korea. “I said that 
it was closed and it was closed,” Santos said. It was 
a bold call to omit a player with a record 118 inter-
national goals in favour of giving a first start to 
Ramos, the Benfica striker who had played just 33 
minutes across three previous appearances. 

 
Instant impact  

But it took just 17 minutes for Ramos to reward 
Santos’ faith, and to achieve something Ronaldo 
has never done-score in a World Cup knockout 
game. Joao Felix clipped delicately into the feet of 
Ramos, who quickly swiveled past Fabian Schaer 
and rifled into the roof of the net past a stunned 
Yann Sommer. 

 Otavio, who returned to the Portugal midfield 
after injury in their opening match, shot straight at 
Sommer before Ramos did likewise moments later. 
Xherdan Shaqiri drew a fingertip stop from Diogo 

Costa with a dipping free-kick from distance, but 
Portugal soon had their second. 

Bruno Fernandes whipped in a corner and the 
39-year-old Pepe towered above the Swiss defense 
to powerfully head home. Diogo Dalot hacked Remo 
Freuler’s header off the line after Diogo Costa failed 
to properly deal with a cross, but the Swiss simply 
had no answers against an irresistible Portugal. 
Ramos turned in his second from close range six 
minutes into the second half from Dalot’s cross 
down the right. He then turned provider by playing 
in Guerreiro to lash in another just four minutes lat-
er as the Swiss defense was ruthlessly ripped apart. 

It was also Ramos who inadvertently glanced a 
corner towards Manuel Akanji at the far post as the 
Manchester City centre-back pulled one back for 
Switzerland. Ramos completed his treble after 
more outstanding work from Felix, nonchalantly 
dinking over Sommer with one of his final touches 
before making way for Ronaldo. The five-time 
Ballon d’Or winner’s introduction elicited the 
biggest roar of the night. Ronaldo did have the ball 
in the back of the net but it was ruled out for a 
clear offside. Leao capped off a sensational 
Portugal performance with a terrific curling strike 
in stoppage time. — AFP 

DOHA: Thousands of Morocco fans descended on 
the streets of Doha to celebrate their country becom-
ing the first Arab nation to reach the World Cup quar-
ter-finals on Tuesday. Despite some minor trouble 
outside the stadium, the victory over Spain became a 
celebration of “Arab pride” for supporters from 
across the region. Walid Regragui’s side won 3-0 in a 
penalty shootout after the match finished goalless fol-
lowing extra-time. 

So many people packed Doha’s central Souq 
Waqif market - a traditional gathering point for World 
Cup fans - that police sealed it off just before mid-
night, with thousands waiting in groups at different 
entrances. Copying the celebration of Moroccan 
players inside Doha’s Education City Stadium, many 
fans waved Palestinian flags, stepping up a political 
show of solidarity that has marked this World Cup. 
“This is the first World Cup on Arab territory and we 
are carrying the Arab flag in this tournament,” said 
Yussuf Akram, who waved Moroccan and Palestinian 
emblems in the crowded Souq alleys. 

Saudis, Qataris and Egyptians joined the celebra-
tions, waving their countries’ flags in the traditional 
market as police gathered around the edge. “This is a 
matter of pride, we are all happy for Morocco,” said 
Aysha Bedawi, who came from Cairo to watch World 
Cup matches. “It does not matter which team reached 
this stage, as long as there is one Arab team there we 
still have hope.” Arab teams have previously reached 
the last 16 at a World Cup three times - Morocco 
(1986), Saudi Arabia (1994) and Algeria (2014). 

The prospect of playing Portugal in a quarter-final 

did not worry supporters who chanted “bring on 
Ronaldo” outside a TV studio set up in the Souq. “If 
Morocco can beat Spain, who have been world cham-
pions, then they can handle Cristiano Ronaldo,” said 
Mohamed Benyoub, a Moroccan living in Qatar. “I 
cried when the game finished, I never thought I would 
see something like this.” Organizers said police had to 
move in to stop “unticketed fans” beating down a sta-
dium boundary fence to gain entry. No injuries were 
reported. 

Meanwhile, Morocco’s players unfurled a 

Palestinian flag during their on-pitch celebrations 
after the team’s stunning World Cup upset victory 
against Spain on Tuesday. The Palestinian flag - which 
has been fluttering widely across Qatar during the 
finals - was seen being held aloft by Moroccan play-
ers following the dramatic penalty shoot-out win over 
the Spaniards. FIFA regulations prohibit the display of 
banners, flags and fliers that are deemed to be “politi-
cal, offensive and/or discriminatory nature.” In the 
past, football’s governing bodies have issued fines for 
displays of the Palestinian flag inside stadia. — AFP 

Morocco ‘the  
pride of Arabs’

RABAT: Moroccans celebrate after their team won the Qatar 2022 World Cup round 16 football match between 
Morocco and Spain on December 6, 2022. — AFP 


